TravelPass plugs into airline IT
TravelPass is offered as a service integrated with your system
environment. It utilizes industry standard technologies as well as
best of breed software and hardware configurations – all in a swift
and cost efficient manner. In short time, your airline can benefit
from new commerce from subscription products.
The illustration below represents a typical integration (blue areas are included in the TravelPass product).
TravelPass can be integrated with any PSS. Currently, airlines have integrated their TravelPass products with
Amadeus and HP. Other related
resources, like PSP, Loyalty and
Customer databases are integrated
according to the airlines’
requirements. TravelPass’ library of
connectors and web services is
built to fit into the systems of
airline industry. The enterprise
class software platform, including
latest web service APIs and
message driven architecture,
supports modern integration
frameworks. Implementation is efficiently done in a short time to market manner.
TravelPass provides business logic that can be configured according to the airline’s needs. A wide range of
functionality is available in menus of parameters and options, easily set and managed in an administration
web tool by the airline staff. Furthermore, reports and statistics are available for view in the web browser or
export to excel or other formats. The illustration below shows extracts from the process of defining
a 12 months unlimited Oslo - Copenhagen product.
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The airline web CMS integrates with TravelPass for self service sales of subscription products as well as travel
booking and management. The example on the left below shows a search for Oslo – Stockholm products by
SAS. The result returns both city pair and zone products with 6 and 12 months duration. SAS’ integration in
the traveler’s mobile app is shown to the right below. The product example is Worldwide Pay-as-you-fly.

Travelpass is offered as a hosted service. All licensed products from Oracle Inc. are under an embedded
software license (ESL). This license restricts the use of Oracle products for the purpose of running the
TravelPass system.
Travelpass is offered as a hosted service which means there is no need for the airline to install or maintain
software, hardware, or go through complex implementation projects. We offer hosting in a private cloud
environment designed specifically for running Travelpass. Our standard offering includes premium data
center facilities with global coverage, secondary site with real time data replication, single point of contact
24/7 support, SLA with uptime promise and all necessary licenses. As Oracle gold partner, Braathens IT
provides Travelpass in combination with a wide range of proven Oracle products, from smaller
implementations based on Standard Edition/Standard Edition One to large-scale, clustered Enterprise Edition
deployments; all running on Oracle’s own virtualization technology, Oracle VM Server. For the airline this
means short implementation time and the possibility to start off with no initial investment and grow
gradually as needed.
Braathens IT is the provider of TravelPass to the airline industry. The company offers operation critical
software systems to the airline industry, such as TravelPass (subscription products), Internet Booking Engine
(ticket and ancillary merchandising), Loyalty and Station Products (self-service check-in kiosks, tagomats and
speed-gates), running more than five million yearly transactions for its customers, including SAS, Swiss,
Brussels Airlines, Malmö Aviation and Sverigeflyg. Braathens IT’s systems are integrated with PSS and GDS
providers, such as HP and Amadeus. Braathens IT is based in Oslo, Norway, and targets aviation as well as
travel industry. Further information available at www.braathensit.com
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